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Abstract

This research was conducted to determine the increase in concept mastery of primary school students’ teaching material through the use of media kits of science for kids. The research method used was quasi-experimental research using the matching only pretest and posttest control group design. The learning process uses the media kit of science for kids and the traditional learning media is used as a comparison. Learning takes place during four meetings, each learning process is carried out observing the implementation of learning activities. Research subjects were 55 students consisting of 28 students using the media kit of science for kids and 27 students with traditional learning media. The research instrument uses multiple-choice tests for concept mastery. The data analysis technique used n-gain mean data and non-parametric test t-test. The value of n-gain in class with a kit of science for kids media is 0.47 while in class with traditional learning media is 0.26. The results showed that an increased understanding of the material using the kit of science for kids was higher than students who received traditional learning media.
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INTRODUCTION

Concept mastery is the ability of a person to understand or understand something after something is known and remembered. A student is said to understand something if he can provide an explanation or give a more detailed description of something using his own words.
Concept mastery is a level of thinking ability that is one level higher than memory or memorization. Students' concept mastery in understanding material related to concepts is one part of learning outcomes, namely cognitive aspects. Abilities that include cognitive domains by Bloom include a variety of behaviors from the lowest to the highest levels, namely knowledge, understanding, application, analysis, evaluation, and creation (Warsita & Nurjhani, 2018).

According to Purwandari (2014) the factors that cause the low student learning outcomes in science subjects are as follows: (1) the learning model applied by teachers in science learning is less innovative, (2) science learning activities are less varied so that the lack of activity students, (3) students' interest and motivation in participating in the science learning process is low, (4) the use of media in the science learning process is still limited, making it difficult for students to understand abstract learning material. Based on the aforementioned factors, the teacher's skill in selecting and applying learning models that are relevant to the needs of students and the characteristics of natural science subjects is one of the factors that can affect the quality of student learning outcomes. This is supported by the opinion of Susanto (2013, p. 166) which states that teachers have not been fully able to carry out science learning actively and creatively in engaging students through the application of learning models that vary based on the characteristics of the subject matter. Jenkins (2011) states the causes of students viewing science as an unattractive subject and often lack understanding when studying science because science learning is not relevant to everyday life experiences.

Based on observation activities found problems from the teacher, students, and learning outcomes. The teacher has not fully mastered a more effective learning model in the delivery of material and increased the ability of students needed at this time one of which is the ability to solve problems. This is proven by the teacher not introducing student material concretely, the media used is less than optimal, more one-way lectures does not vary the learning model, and has led students to find their own understanding through learning experiences. The teacher has not designed the surrounding environment and student experience in daily activities as a source and medium of learning.

For elementary school students grade III, IV, and V whose cognitive development level is at a concrete operational level, the learning model involving experience is very appropriate to apply. According to Jarvis (2011) at this stage, students are mature enough to use logical thinking or operations, but only for physical objects that exist today. Egocentric students at this stage are reduced and their abilities in conservation tasks become better. But without physical
objects before them, students at the concrete operational stage still have great difficulty in completing logical tasks. That makes the delivery of science should be done thoroughly by involving concepts, instruments and good conditioning so that it gives a positive influence on learning (L.J Grabbau, 2017).

Implementation in learning by involving experience in primary schools requires media props or real experimental tools. The findings of Ningsih (2019) related to the use of educational media in learning in primary schools using practicum methods show that the use of educational tools and media in science learning can make students' understanding more permanent, students gain learning experiences that cannot be obtained in theory, students able to get to know and master the science tools better which ultimately has the knowledge and understanding of teaching material in more depth. Akpinar (2009) suggests that science teaching and learning should involve the use of material and media that are more interesting, this can encourage student involvement in learning science at the elementary school level and be able to maintain and expand student knowledge about science.

One of the experimental tools or demonstration tools that can be used is the KIT IPA. KIT is an educational teaching aid packaging system where all components or instruments are arranged in an integrated manner so that it can be used for various experiments by practical. Whereas the Natural Science KIT referred to in this study is a kit of science for kids which is a language transfer from KIT, while the intended students are specifically for fourth-grade elementary school students. Thus the kit of science for kids is a teaching aid or experiment tool that has been designed and compiled by the teacher with items related to the unit of study used in helping students to understand the science material of various objects found in elementary school students. It is expected that through real experimental activities, active involvement of students in learning can improve and understanding related teaching materials can be connected with students' daily lives.

In addition to understanding teaching material, learning activities are expected to be able to practice the ability to solve science problems such as understanding the problems faced, providing solutions, giving reasons, and providing alternative solutions. This needs to be given in view of the increasingly rapid development of the times, so students are able to follow global competition (Afifah, 2019). With the purpose of this investigation, the researchers required to be acquainted with the consequence of using the Kit of science media in the accumulative mastery of concepts.
METHOD

The method used in this research is the quasi-experimental method. (Gall & Borg, 2003, p. 402) say that referring to the limited research related to random samples is called quasi-experimental. The two classes were given different treatments but were given the same pretest and posttest, so the research design used was the matching-only pretest-posttest control group design (Fraenkel, 2012, p. 248). Furthermore, the score from the pretest results is compared with the posttest score to see the increase or change in the score obtained.

In this study, the assessment of teaching material understanding is devoted to aspects of understanding (C2) in the taxonomy of Anderon & Krathwohl such as estimating, explaining, classifying, characterizing, detailing, associating, comparing, calculating, contrasting, changing, maintaining, describing, interweaving, distinguishing, discussing, discussing, explore, exemplify, explain, pattern, expand, conclude, predict, summarize, and describe. But in research, because time and experiments are only relevant to only a few aspects researchers exemplify, classify, compare, explain and interpret. This is adjusted to the assessment in aspects of Anderson & Krathwohl's understanding. Tests conducted to determine the understanding of the material using multiple choices. The multiple-choice test used only focuses on matter and force changes with questions including friction, gravity, and electromagnetic forces. The selection of more specific material is needed so that students are easier to do. This is supported by the opinion of Nelson (2014) which states the questions asked to students should be in accordance with the topics and knowledge that have been considered.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

Results to find out whether the treatment is given, namely the kit of science for kids learning media is able to significantly increase students' understanding of teaching material, compared to conventional media. In the elementary school science laboratory, there are various kinds of tools that can support students in conducting various varieties of science experiments, one of which is the Kit of science for kids. Several categories of science tools are confidential on numerous basis. One classification is based on completeness of comprehensiveness settings. Through activities that are designed based on the framework of each proposed step can improve student competency. The kit of science for kids is the designation of the natural science supports used for experiments in learning science in the classroom. In general, the difference
in the average score of understanding of teaching material obtained by the class with the kit of science for a kid learning model is 0.47 and the conventional learning model class is 0.26.

Discussion

Based on the data processing of the results of the pretest understanding of teaching material, it was shown that the class with the kit of science for kids learning media and the class with conventional learning media had different understanding abilities. The test class got the kit of science for kids learning treatment while the comparison class got conventional learning treatment. Of the two treatments, both those using the kit of science for kids and conventional learning turned out to both be able to improve teaching material understanding. However, the improvement experienced by students who learn through learning using kits of science for kids is generally higher than students who study with conventional learning.

Through the statistical analysis, it can be proven that the increase in understanding of teaching materials achieved by the class with the media kit of science for kids is significantly different than what is achieved by the class with conventional learning models. Thus, it can be said that learning using the kit of science for kids can make a positive contribution to increasing understanding of teaching material. The provision of learning models that are in accordance with the material effectively can increase the understanding of Natural Sciences (Schiever, 2017). This is because during the learning process students are required to find, process, and form their own theories based on the experiments they do, so they unconsciously practice understanding the teaching material. This is in line with Balim's explanation (2009, p. 2) which explains that the discovery of material and ideas in natural science takes place over experiments and investigations of natural phenomena through the media kit of science for kids. While the experiment itself one of them can be done using a kit. As Jones et al. (2014, p. 2374) said, kits can involve students in experimental activities to find things related to science material through questions, including some forms of data collection, data interpretation, and assessment after using KIT.

When viewed from the magnitude of the increase in understanding of teaching materials in general in the classroom with the media kit of science for kids, it can be seen that the average score of teaching material understanding in the pretest is relatively low compared to the acquisition of the final score (posttest) after learning. As for the form of treatment in the classroom with learning media kit of science for kids, while the comparison class students get conventional learning on the concepts of friction, gravity, and electromagnetic forces. In the
class with the media kit of science for kids, if seen from the increase in the average N-gain score, the understanding of teaching material is quite significant, the results can be seen at 0.47 in the medium category, whereas in the class with conventional learning media the average score increase in the N-gain is 0.26 in the low category. Furthermore, when viewed according to the cognitive aspect students still have difficulty in answering the test on the aspect of providing the lowest alternative solution compared to the increase in the average N-gain score of other aspects. While what happens in the classroom with conventional learning media cognitive aspects have increased, all of which are of low category.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the learning media kit of science for kids can significantly increase the understanding of teaching materials, especially in the mastery of the concept of friction, gravity and electromagnetism. This is relevant to the results of research conducted by Purwandari (2014) which results show that there are differences in understanding of the concepts of science and learning processes that prioritize visual, aesthetic and kinesthetic among students who get learning kits of science for kids compared to conventional learning. This is in line with research conducted by Purnomo (2017) whose results show that there are differences in student learning outcomes between students who take the media kit of science for kids learning with students who take conventional learning. However, the increase in N-gain that occurred in the classroom with the learning media kit of science for kids was only categorized as moderate, this could be due to the learning process at the first meeting there were still obstacles. As for some of the obstacles that become less optimal learning activities are students, teachers, learning time, and textbooks.

Student factors include lacking student readiness. Maharbid (2018) states that readiness is a willingness to respond or react. Based on the understanding of readiness expressed by maharbid, it can be said that students who are ready to learn are students who respond or react to learning activities. While in the learning activities carried out there are still many students who are not ready to accept learning, this is still the presence of group members who do not work and help their colleagues both in conducting experiments and answering questions in student worksheets.

The teacher factor includes explaining the planned activities to be carried out and the rules for playing in the group. This is supported by the opinion of Darmadi (2012, p. 4) which explains that the activities explained in learning aim to help students understand concepts, laws, and procedures. objectively, guide students objectively, guide students to understand questions, increase student involvement, gives students the opportunity to live the reasoning process and
get feedback on student understanding. This is in line with the opinion of Gillespie (2007, p. 5) which states that in order for students to learn effectively through experiments, teachers must pay attention to four things, including the level of guidance provided, students' ability to work independently, plan investigation or experimental steps, the nature of the problem proposed (requires answers), availability of learning resources, and realistic allocation of time for implementation. Next is the weakness in guiding students in the discussion equally. Evidenced by the reluctance of teachers to go around to guide students in discussions. This is also supported by the opinion of Gumala (2016, p. 5) which explains that the components guiding small group discussions include: 1) Focusing students' attention; 2) Clarify the opinions of students; 3) Analyzing student views; 4) Increase student contributions; 5) Distributing students' views, and 6) Closing the discussion.

The next factor is the learning time. The allocation of learning time at each meeting is 3x35 minutes predetermined between the researcher and the teacher written in the learning syntax. But it was seized by the noise of students. Especially what happens at the first meeting, where students are not familiar with the learning provided (Nurkaeti, 2019). Where this has an impact on the course of learning that results in less than the maximum in the delivery of learning material (Gumala, 2019; Syaodih, 2019). The limited availability of learning resources in the form of textbooks also becomes an obstacle. Where in learning to use the kit of science for kids there is a learning stage which is the verification stage that requires literary support to confirm the results of experiments and student discussions in each group.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of research and discussion that has been done, it can be concluded as follows, Increased understanding of teaching materials among elementary school students who get media kits of science for kids is higher than elementary school students who learn through traditional learning media.
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